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To Be Tracked or Not
April 26, 2021 - Apple released iOS 14.5 software update for iPhones and iPads.
It includes a new privacy tool, App Tracking Transparency, which could give us more
control over how our data is shared.
When an app wants to follow our activities to share information with third parties such as
advertisers, a window will show up on our Apple device to ask for our permission to do so.
If we say no, the app must stop monitoring and sharing our data.
A pop-up window may sound like a minor design tweak, but it has thrown the online
advertising industry into upheaval.
Facebook has gone on the warpath denouncing Apple’s privacy feature as harmful to small
businesses.
Settings > Privacy > Tracking > Allow Apps to Request to Track + Read “Learn more”

Learn more…

Apple’s new privacy feature you choose!
Now, when you open some apps,
you will be greeted with a pop-up
window:

How Tracking Works
• Use a shopping app to browse for a blender.
• Look at a blender from Brand X, then close
•

the app.
Later, ads for that blender start showing up in
other mobile apps, like Facebook and
Instagram.
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What happened?
• The shopping app hired an ad-tech company
that embedded trackers inside the app.
• Those trackers looked at information on your
device to pinpoint you (Advertising
Identi er number).
• When you opened other apps working with
the same ad-tech rm, those apps were able
to identify you and serve you ads for Brand
X’s blender.

Settings > Privacy >
Location Services

TURN OFF

Be sure scroll down your list of apps
and choose each setting
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What about
Apple apps?

• Apple apps will abide by the new rules, too —
its rst-party apps already don’t track users
across other apps and websites, you won’t
see it appear on Apple’s apps.
• Apple does still have some tracking that it
uses to serve personalized ads within the App
Store, Stocks, and Apple News apps. Apple
uses information like location, keyboard
language settings, device type, OS version,
mobile carrier, and more to serve customers
more relevant ads within its apps. It also uses
account information and past purchases to
lump customers into market segments to better
target ads within those apps.
• The difference is that Apple only uses that
information within its own apps, doesn’t link
it to additional pro les from third-party
sources, and doesn’t sell that data. Apple
also has an additional toggle, located in
“Settings > Privacy > Apple Advertising,” to
disable that tracking.

• When we select “Ask App Not to Track”
• Apple disables the app from using an

Apple device identi er, a random string
of letters and numbers that is assigned to
our iPhones and is used to track our
activities across apps and websites.

• We communicate to the app developer

that, we don’t want our information to be
tracked & shared with anyone in any way.

• If we tell apps that we don’t want to be
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tracked and they keep doing so, Apple
can bar the o enders from its App Store.

Apps Now
Ask Permission
• Now that the Apple privacy policy is

•
•

in place, your apps have to ask
permission for you to grant them
access to whatever section of your
device is needed for the app to work
- as in this case under Motion &
Fitness.
If you say NO - the app must stop
monitoring and sharing our data with
third parties such as advertisers.
You’ll grant or not grant permission
for each app separately.

• Settings > Face ID & Passcode and ensure that "Unlock
with Apple Watch" is enabled

• Users will need an iPhone X or later running iOS 14.5 and
an Apple Watch Series 3 or later running watchOS 7.4

• In addition to both devices being paired, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
need to be enabled for the feature to work. The Apple Watch
also needs to be on a user's wrist and unlocked.

• Wear a mask. If you're not, your iPhone will resort to Face
ID. You also need to be near your iPhone, though the
proximity appears fairly wide.

• Wake your iPhone by tapping on its screen or raising it up.
• Glance at your iPhone. The feature should unlock it, so
.


slide up from the bottom to head to the Home screen.
.


 


iOS 14.5 Unlock iPhone with Apple Watch & Mask

AirTag Support

• You will see a

new “Items”
tab in the
Find My app
where you can
keep track of
your AirTags
as well as any
third-party
devices.

• AirTag

trackers are
$29.

AirPlay 2 support for Fitness+
• Apple Fitness+ subscribers will be able to
stream their workouts to AirPlay
2-compatible devices.

• Previously, anyone without an Apple TV was

out of luck when it came to broadcasting
the audio and video of their workouts to a
larger screen.

• Now anyone with an AirPlay 2 device can
upgrade their experience.

New Siri Voices

• Siri will no longer default to
a female voice upon the
activation of a new iPhone.

• Now four American voices

to choose from (two more
than there were previously),
simply named “Voice 1”
through “Voice 4.”

• The voices have also been

Susan Bennett is the original voice of Siri.

run through Apple’s neural
text-to-speech engine,
which means that they
sound more natural than the
original voices.

Cute interview with Susan back in 2013
https://www.cnn.com/2013/10/04/tech/mobile/bennett-siri-iphone-voice/index.html

Battery Health reporting recalibration
• Apple published a support
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page late last month which
revealed that some iPhone
11, iPhone 11 Pro, and
iPhone 11 Pro Max users
are seeing inaccurate
estimates of battery health
in the Settings menu.
iOS 14.5 will recalibrate
that reporting system,
o ering users a more
accurate estimate of their
battery life.

Resources for further detailed reading

To Be Tracked or Not? Apple Is Now Giving Us the Choice - https://is.gd/0xkIeV
Why Apple’s new privacy feature is such a big deal - https://is.gd/rHmKAY
iOS 14.5: Mark Zuckerberg’s nightmare has arrived, thanks to Tim Cook https://is.gd/0xkIeV
How to unlock iPhone with Apple Watch in iOS 14.5 - https://is.gd/qKzG67

